15 million US workers follow night or nonstandard shifts. A similar number of Americans travel overseas each year. This leads to misalignment of the daily (circadian) clock in individuals: a clock that controls sleep, performance, and nearly every physiological process in our body. Consequences include many of the reported major industrial accidents and automobile deaths. In the first half of this talk, I demonstrate how, when using a “simple” ode mathematical model of this clock, one can optimize schedules for transmeridian travelers and shiftworkers to maximize productivity and minimize jetlag. I then show how our smartphone app, ENTRAIN (www.entrain.org), which has been downloaded nearly 200,000 times in over 100 countries, simulates models and employs these optimized schedules. In the second half, I describe how large-scale mathematical models of brain regions controlling circadian timekeeping push the limits of scientific computing. Using a population density/particle method, contraction to low dimensional manifolds, and a new anzatz for simplifying coupled oscillator problems—I show how one can relate these simulations to predictions of jet lag and productivity. This work also presents a new paradigm for how one studies human behavior, where large-scale computing and mathematical analysis can translate basic neuroscience, to yield hypotheses that can be rapidly tested against social factors using mobile and wearable technology.
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